
 

Stock No Picture Description 
Insurable   

Value 

1610 
 

A single stone pendant. Set with a pear shaped mixed cut 

purple cubic zirconia, measuring approx 13.8mm x 9mm, claw 

setting in yellow, plain polished shackle. Test as gold plated 

base metal, valued accordingly. Pendant is suspended from a 

faceted yellow bead link chain fitted with a trigger clasp. Chain 

is unmarked tests as base metal, gross item weight 5.44 grams 

£20.00 

1641 

 

A George V silver cup. Makers mark J.P, Birmingham 1931. 

Circular bowl on conforming foot, angular handles. 6cm high, 

weight 27gr. 
£30.00 

1643 
 

A george V silver cup. Alexander clark & co, Birmingham 1935. 

Partly faceted body with reeded rim, angular shaped handles, 

on spreading circular foot. Weight 36gr, height 8cm.  
£40.00 

1598  

A pearl set ring, consisting of half a drilled cultured pearl bead, 

measuring 7mm diameter, peg set to yellow mount, flanked to 

either side by a white fronted bar, grain set to each with a 

circular mixed cut synthetic white spinel, measuring 1.8mm 

diameter, to tapering twist yellow shoulders and rounded 

rectangular cross section shank. Stampoed 925, tests as 

sterling silver. Gross item weight 2.02 grammes.  

£50.00 

 

1631 

 

A silver cup makers mark rubbed, Birmingham 1929, of plain 

goblet form. Height 12.7cm, weight 70gr.  
£70.00 



1637  

A silver two handled cup. Birmingham 1931, plain campana 

form with acanthus cupped handles, on step circular foot.  
9cm high weight 73gr.  

£70.00 

1640  
A George V silver cup, date letter G for Birmingham, 1931. 

Circular bowl, angular handles. 10cm high, 77gr.  
£70.00 

147 
 

A pair of single stone fire opal earings. Each earing set with an 

oval mixed cut fire opal, measuring approx 5mm x 3mm. 

Estimated weight in pair 0.30 metric carat. Yellow claw 

settings, wire and clip type fittings for pierced ears. Stamped 

9k, and valued accordingly. Gross item weight 0.87 grammes. 

£75.00 

1844  

A cultured freshwater pearl bead necket, consisting of cultured 

freshwater pearl beads, measuring from 6.8mm x 6mm to 

6.9mm x 7.4mm, part knotted with a length of 420mm, 

fastening with a lobster claw catch. Unmarked, valued as 

plated base metal.  Gross item weight 26.13 grammes. 

£85.00 

380 
 

A ruby and diamond cluster ring. Centrally set with a single cut 

diamond, measuring approx 1.3mm. Estimated weight 0.01 

metric carat, clarity I1, colour I/J. Surround of eight round 

mixed cut pinkish rubies, measuring 2mm diamter. Estimatd 

weight 0.40 metric carat. Diamond in white illusion style 

setting, rubies in white tipped claw settings plain polished 

yellow shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold Birmingham.  
Gross item weight 1.43 grammes. 

£90.00 

 

1633 
 

A george V silver cup, William and son Birmingham 1927.  
Baluster form on circular foot, curved moulded handles.  
10.5cm high, weight 96gr.  

£90.00 



1773 
 

A single row of fresh water cultured pearls bracelet, measuring 

approx. 188mm in length. 20 oval fresh water cultured pearls 

measuring between 8.2mm x 1.6mm and 8.8mm x 8.15mm. 6 

light cream in colour and 14 peach/pink skin, good/fair lustre, 

good all knotted and fitted with an oval white magnetic clasp 

measuring approx. 10.5mm x 9mm, set with a total of 10 round 

mixed cut colourless glass stones, each measuring 1.7mm in 

diameter, glued in settings. The clasp is magnetic and has been 

assessed as base metal. Gross item weight 18.93 grammes. 

£95.00 

1802  

A pair of diamond set cluster stud  earrings. Each consisting of 

a mille grain decorated open work pear shaped panel, each 

claw set with a total of 19 x 8 cut diamonds measuring 1mm in 

diameter, post & scroll fittings. Earrings hallmarked sterling 

silver Sheffield convention, sponsors SG. Calculated total 

diamond weight 0.15 metric carat (stamped reverse of 

fittings). Approx. diamond quality - colour I/J, Clarity I1/I2.  

£100.00 

1628 
 

A silver cup, Birmingham, Date letter K. 10,7cm high, weight 

74gr.  
£100.00 

 

1629 
 

A george V silver cup. BR sheilded, Birmingham 1929. 12.8cm 

high, weight 112gr.  
£100.00 

1644  
An Edward VII silver dish, Mappin and Webb, London 1906.  
Plain circular, moulded border. Diameter 14cm, weight 104gr.  

£100.00 



363 
 

A ruby & diamond 3 stone ring, centrally set with a round 

mixed cut pinkish ruby measuring approx 2.3mm Estimated 

weight 0.05 metric carat. A single cut diamond set to each side, 

measuring approx. 1.7mm Estimated weight 0.04 metric carat, 

clarity assessed SI, colour assessed H/I. White grain settings in 

navette shaped head, plain polished yellow shank, with carved 

design shoulders & side settings. Hallmarked 9ct gold London 

1989 (S&K) Gross item weight 2.16 grammes 

£120.00 

764  

A diamond set single stone ring consisting of a round brilliant 

cut diamond measuring 2.5mm diameter, grain set to white 

illusion style setting to tapering chenier inserted yellow 

shoulders & plain polished court shaped shank. Hallmarked  
9ct gold, Birmingham 1981 (WEG) Calculated diamond weight 

0.05 metric carat, approx colour I/J Clarity I2. Gross item 

weight 1.30 grammes. Finger Size L 

£120.00 

1769 
 

A cross-over design ring, consisting of a white fronted cross 

over design head, grain set with 5 circular mixed cut cubic 

zirconias, measuring 1.5mm diameter to split yellow shoulders, 

"D" shaped shank. Ring stamped 585, testing as 14ct gold.  

Gross item weight 1.32 grammes. 

£120.00 

 

689 

 

A single stone diamond ring with diamond set shoulders. A 

brilliant cut diamond centrally set measuring approx 2.4mm 

diameter, 3 single cut diamonds set to each shoulder 

measuring approx 1.3mm stated diamond weight stamped 

inside shank 0.10 metric carat. Clarity SI-I1, colour H/I. White 

illusion style setting to brilliant cut diamond, white grain 

settings to shoulder diamonds, plain polished yellow shank. 

Hallmarked 9ct gold. Sheffield (TAD) Gross item weight 2.59 

grammes. 

£125.00 

545 
 

A ruby & diamond half eternity ring set with 5 round mixed cut 

pinkish rubies measuring approx. 2.8mm diameter. Estimated 

ruby weight approx. 0.60 metric carat. Set alternately with 4 x 

8 cut diamonds measuring approx. 1mm diameter. Estimated 

total diamond weight approx. 0.02 metric carat, clarity VS-SI, 

approx colour H-I. Yellow claw white  bead setting, plain 

polished yellow shank. Hallmarked  
9ct gold Sheffield convention (PJ) Gross item weight 1.91 

grammes. 

£130.00 



750 
 

A 3-stone ring centering on an oval mixed cut dark coloured 

amethyst, measuring approx 5.8mm x 4mm and two circular 

mixed cut dark coloured amethyst, measuring approx. 3.8mm 

diameter, all stones claw set to a yellow 3 stone head, scroll 

carved shoulders, plain polished 'D' shaped shank. 9ct gold 

London 1991. Gross item weight 2.67 grammes. 

£130.00 

1635 
 

A george VI silver cup, makers mark B&W, Birmingham, 1941. 

Plain vest form, angular handles, on spreading circular foot 

16.5cm high, weight 139gr.  
£130.00 

173  9ct white gold ring, single round brilliant cut diamond approx.  
0.06ct. Gross weight 2.3gms. 

£135.00 

 

378 
 

A diamond ring. 3 brilliant cut diamonds set diagonally in head, 

measuring approx. 2mm diameter. Stated weight 0.10 metric 

carat, clarity assessed I1, colour assessed H. White claw 

settings, plain polished yellow shank, with grooved decoration. 

Hallmarked 9ct gold convention mark Sheffield (PP) Gross item 

weight 3.05 grammes. 

£140.00 

782 
 

A diamond set 3-stone ring consisting of 3 round brilliant cut 

diamonds measuring 2mm to 2.2mm diameter, star set to 

yellow gypsy style head to plain polished shoulders and 'D' 

shaped shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold, Birmingham 1979 (KR) 

Calculated total diamond weight 0.10 metric carat, approx. 

colour L/M, clarity I2. Gross item weight 1.98 grammes. 

£140.00 

868  

A bar brooch measuring approx 44mm length, comprised of a 

diagonol tapering bar with wishbone panel to centre, centrally 

set with a round brilliant cut diamond measuring approx 

3.2mm diameter. Estimated diamond weight 0.12 metric carat, 

approx clarity I2 approx colour J/K. Claw setting in yellow, pin 

and simple hook clasp. Hallmarked 9ct gold, Birmingham 1899. 

Gross item weight 1.12 grammes. 

£140.00 



1503  

A diamond set "V" shaped pendant & chain, polished & 

textured finish, sewt with 3 x 8 cut diamonds measuring 

approx. 1.5mm diameter. Estimated diamond weight 0.05 

metric carat. Clarity assessed as SI, colour H/I. White claw 

settings, pendant stamped 585, tests as 14ct gold. Pendant 

suspended on yellow base metal necklet chain with bolt ring 

fastener.Gross item weight 2.86 grammes. 

£140.00 

149 
 

A single stone diamond ring set with a brilliant cut diamond, 

measuring approx. 3mm diameter stated weight 0.10 metric 

carat, clarity assessed I2, colour assessed H. White claw setting, 

plain polished white shank with cross over style shoulders. 

Hallmarked 9ct white gold convention mark Sheffield (TAD). 

Gross item weight 1.92 grammes. 

£145.00 

1570 

 

An Edward VII silver cup. Makers mark GC, London 1922. Plain 

with baluster stem and conforming foot. 16.5CM high, weight 

154GR.  
£150.00 

 

1632` 
 

A George V silver cup, makers mark C&S, with baulster stem 

and angular handles. 17CM in height, weight 152gr 
£150.00 

1636 

 

A pair of George V silver cups, Mappin &Webb, Birmingham 

1932. Oval shaped bowels on knopped stems. 10cm high, 

weight 155gr.  
£150.00 

1642 

 

A silver long cup, William Adams, Birmingham 1929- 1930. 

Plain elongated body flanked with loop handles, terminating in 

Griffins heads. 16.6cm long weighing 161gr.  
£150.00 

1461 
 

A ruby set cluster pendant centering on an oval  mixed cut 

medium colour ruby, measuring approx. 5.2mm x 4.4mm, 

surrounded by 12 circular mixed cut medium colour rubies, 

measuring 2mm diameter, claw & grain set to oval yellow 

cluster head, suspended from an open work "V" shaped bail. 

Stamped 14k, tests as 14ct yellow gold. Gross item weight 

1.18gms. 

£160.00 



293 
 

A 3 stone ring centrally set with an oval mixed cut medium 

colour amethyst  measuring approx 9.9mm x 7.9mm, depth 

5.30mm. Estimated/calculated amethyst weight 2.50 metric 

carat. Claw setting in white. 2 round brilliant cut diamonds 

measuring approx. 1.7mm  Estimated total diamond weight 

0.04 metric carat. Claw setting in white, rectangular sectioned 

yellow shoulders & shank. 9ct gold. Gross item weight 2.73 

grammes 

£165.00 

353 
 

A single stone amethyst dress ring set with an oval mixed cut 

dark amethyst, measuring approx. 9mm x 7mm x 5mm. 

Calculated weight approx. 1.75  metric carat. Yellow rub over 

setting with rope decorated border, plain polished yellow 

shank with split design shoulders. Hallmarked 9ct gold  
Birmingham 1990 (VJB). Gross item weight 3.35 grammes. 

£165.00 

 

788 
 

A ruby and diamond set half eternity ring consisting of four 

circular mixed cut heavily included pale to medium colour 

rubies measuring 2.5mm diameter, interspaced with three 8 

cut diamonds measuring 1.7mm diameter, all stones grain set 

to rectangular cross secton millegrain decorated yellow head 

to plain polished shoulders and 'D' shaped shank. Hallmarked 

9ct gold, London 1980. Calculated total diamond weight 0.06 

metric carat. Gross item weight 1.88 grammes. 

£165.00 

1159 
 

A pair of single cultured pearl  ear studs, measuring approx. 

7.33mm and 7.36mm, cream background with rose  
overtones, with medium lustre yellow post & scroll fittings for 

pierced ears. 18ct gold Gross item weight 1.96 grammes 

£165.00 

57  

An early twentieth century diamond ring. A single cut diamond 

centrally set, measuring approx. 1.7mm. Estimated diamond 

weight 0.02 metric carat, clarity I1, colour G/H. White grain 

setting, white millegrain decorated head, plain polished yellow 

shank. Stamped 18ct and plat.  Gross item weight 1.51 

grammes. 

£175.00 

794 
 

A diamond set half hoop ring consisting of 5 rub over set round 

brilliant cut diamonds measuring 2mm to 2.2mm diameter to 

grooved 'D' shaped cross section head to plain polished court 

shaped shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold Sheffield (GA) Calculated 

total diamond weight 0.15 metric carat, also stamped inside 

shank. Approx colour H/I clarity I2-I3. Gross item weighgt 2.30 

grammes. 

£175.00 



1017  

A sauce ladle measuring 148mm x 50mm shell patterned bowl, 

dog nose handle. Hall=marked sterling silver Dublin 1901 

(makers JS -John Smith). ARV. Gross item weight 35.70 

grammes. 

£175.00 

371  

A diamond set single stone ring consisting of a round brilliant 

cut diamond measuring 3.2mm diameter, claw set to circular 

white collet to tapering yellow shoulders and plain polished 'D' 

shaped shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold London 1992 (CG) Approx. 

diamond weight 0.10 metric carat (stamped inside shank) 

colour I/J clarity I2. Gross item weight 1.70 grammes. 

£180.00 

784 
 

A diamond set cluster ring centering on 8 cut diamond 

measuring 1.3mm diameter,  surrounded by 6 claw & grain 8 

cut diamonds measuring 1mm diamete, to circular white 

illusion style cluster head, plain polished yellow shoulders and 

'D' shaped shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold, Birmingham 1977 (HS) 

Calculated total diamond weight 0.04 metric carat. Gross item 

weight 3.00 grammes. 

£180.00 

 

952  

A single stone ring set with an oval mixed cut dark amethyst 

measuring approx. 10mm x 7.7mm, depth 5.47mm. Estimated 

amethyst weight 2.60 metric carat.  Claw setting in yellow, 

grooved decoration to shoulders and 'D' shaped yellow shank.  
Unmarked tests as 9ct gold. Gross item weight 4.10 grammes. 

£180.00 

1627 
 

An Edward VII silver cup, William comyns London, 1901.  
Tapering cylindrical body with flying - scroll handles. 16.8 high 

weight 200gr. 
£200.00 

 

175 
 

A single stone diamond ring. Set with a round brilliant cut 

diamond measuring approx. 3mm diameter. Estimated total 

diamond weight 0.10 metric carat, clarity I1, colour G/H. 

Illusion style setting into square head, crossover shoulders, 

rectangular sectioned white shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold 

sheffield convention. Gross item weight 1.87 grammes. 

£220.00 



780 
 

A sapphire & diamond set 3 stone ring . Centering on Swiss cut 

diamond measuring 1.8mm diameter,  flanked to either side by 

an oval mixed cut pale to medium blue sapphire, measuring 

2mm x 1.8mm, all stones star set to yellow gypsy style head to 

carved shoulders and plain polished 'D' shaped shank 18ct 

yellow gold. Calculated diamond weight 0.02 metric carat circa 

1900. Gross item weight 1.56 grammes. 

£220.00 

1197 
 

A 3-stone ring centrally set with an oval mixed cut dark pink 

ruby  measuring approx 4mm x 3.2mm, depth 1.93mm. 

Calculated ruby weight 0.23 metric carat. 2 round brilliant cut 

diamonds each measuring approx 1.7mm diameter. Estimated 

diamond weight 0.04 metric carat. Rub over and invisible 

settings into tapering yellow mount measuring approx. 5mm at 

front, tapers down to approx. 1.9mm at back. Hallmarked 9ct 

gold London import (LBLD). Gross item weight 1.39 grammes.   

£220.00 

 

1597 
 

A single stone ring consisting of a cubic zirconia, measuring 

3.1mm diameter, rub over set to circular yellow collet to yellow 

zig zap style head to plain polished 'D' shaped cross section 

shank. Stamped 585, tests as 14ct yellow gold. Gross item 

weight 3.06 grammes.  

£220.00 

1764a 

 

A shaped wedding band designed to fit around solitaire ring, 

(see item ref no. 1764 value £1350). "D" shaped cross 

sectioned  with a central shaped section shank. Unmarked, 

testing as palladium. Gross item weight 2.15 grammes. 

£220.00 

1601 
 

A diamond set single stone ring, consisting of a rounds brilliant 

cut diamond, measuring 2.8mm diameter, rub over set to 

white panel, applied to a court shaped cross section hollow 

yellow band. Hallmarked 9ct gold, London 1999. Calculated 

total diamond weight 0.08 metric carat, approx colour I/J, 

approx clarity I1. Gross item weight 1.62 grammes. 

£220.00 

1742 

 

A diamond & garnet set cluster ring centering on an 8 cut 

diamond, measuring 1.8mm diameter, star set to a white 

fronted illusion style setting, surrounded by 8 circular mixed 

cut pyrope garnets, measuring 2.5mm diameter, claw & grain 

set to a circular 2 colour cluster head, tapering chenier inserted 

yellow shoulders, plain polished "D" shaped cross sectioned 

shank. Ring hallmarked 9ct gold Birmingham 1973, sponsors W 

& G. Calculated diamond weight 0.02 metric carat. 

£220.00 



787 
 

A single stone ring consisting of oval medium to dark coloured 

amethyst measuring 10.5mm x 8.6mm, depth 5.92mm, 

millegrain set to twisted wire decorated yellow mount to split  

shoulders & plain polished court shaped  shank. Tests as 9ct 

yellow gold (P&G) Calculated amethyst weight 3.20 metric 

carat. Gross item weight 3.14 grammes. 

£225.00 

 

1500  

An early 20th century diamond set ring, centrally set with an 8 

cut diamond, measuring approx. 2.2mm and a spaced surround 

of 4 x 8 cut diamonds measuring approx. 1.7mm.  Estimated 

diamond weight 0.13 metric carat, clarity assessed as VS-SI, 

colour H/I. White grain  settings with millegrain decoration, 

polished yellow shank. Stamped 18ct Plat, testing as 18ct 

yellow gold & platinum. Circa 1920 to 1930. Gross item weight 

2.42 grammes. 

£225.00 

1663 

 

A hinged double picture frame. Plain polished finish to exterior, 

measuring approx. 55mm x 43mm, interior with heart shapes & 

frame stamped "Tiffany & Co. sterling 925", tested & valued as 

silver. Gross item weight 51.50 grammes. 

£225.00 

465 
 

A blue topaz & diamond set dress ring, centering on oval mixed 

cut dark  blue topaz, measuring 9.03mm x 7.10mm depth 

5.04mm. 4 claw set to oval yellow setting to white fronted 

buckle design grooved shoulders, each grain set with 2 x 8 cut 

diamonds measuring  1mm.  diameter to plain polished court 

shaped cross section shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold, Birmingham 

(SG) Approx total diamond weight 0.02 metric carat. Gross 

item weight 4.45 grammes. 

£230.00 

1565 
 

A gem stone set snake ring. Set with three brilliant cut 

colourless cubic zirconia measuring approx 1.3mm to 1.4mm, 

one marquise shaped synthetic ruby measuring approx 4.0mm 

x 1.7mm and one marquise shaped mixed cut ruby  measuring 

approx 3.8mm x 2.0mm, Yellow grain & rub-over settings, 

polished finish. Stamped 585, tested & valued as approx. 14ct 

gold. Gross item weight 2.47 grammes. 

£230.00 



1616 

 

An open faced pocket watch, measuring approx 49.14mm in 

diameter. White enamel dial with black Roman Numerals, gilt 

coloured hands, second subsidary dial at 6 o'clock, engine 

turned decoration, vacant sheild and garter to rear. A hand 

wound Jewelled lever movement in servicable condition. The 

pocket watch is signed on the inside 'Moeris Safety Barrel Swiss 

Made'. Marked "Dennison Watch case Co". Hallmarked sterling 

silver Birmingham 1938, Sponsors ALD. watch is engraved on 

the dust case "ce moir from his brother officers, Oct 1914".  

£230.00 

1647 
 

A George V silver tray. Mappin and Webb, Sheffield 1927.  
Shaped rectangular with moulded border and reeded rim.  
Width 18.5cm weight 243gr.  

£230.00 

 

1756  

A gem set ring. Set with three medium blue garnet topped 

doublets, one cushion shaped measuring approx 4mm x 

3.2mm, two round each measuring approx 2.5mm diameter 

and four rose cut diamonds each measuring approx 0.05mm to 

0.7mm diameter, beaded setting in yellow, open work under 

bezel, scroll design shoulders and 'D' shaped yellow shank. 

Hallmarked 18ct gold, Birmingham 1913. Gross item weight 

2.32 grammes. 

£230.00 

1277a  

A cultured pearl bead necklet consisting of 5 rows of treated 

black Akoya cultured pearl beads, measuring approx 3.2mm 

diameter, interspersed with treated bluish grey Akoya cultured 

pearl beads, measuring 3.1mm to 3.2mm diameter, strands 

joined by 5 yellow spacer bars, additionally threaded with 

spherical yellow metal beads, measuring 2.9mm diameter, 

necklet measures 355mm in length, fastening with a circular 

box snap, rub-over set with a black mabe cultured composite 

pearl, measuring 14mm diameter. Clasp unmarked, 14ct gold. 

Gross item weight 39.68 grammes. 

£230.00 

292 
 

A blue Topaz set bracelet, two row gate type white links, six 

oval mixed cut pale blue Topaz in white rub over settings, 

leading to carabiner type clasp. Hallmarked 9ct white gold 

sheffeild. Gross item weight 7.76 grammes. 

£235.00 



1649 

 

A pair of Elizabeth II silver wine tasters. Critchon Brothers,  
London 1949. Weight per item 120gr 

£240.00 

 

1849 

 

A single stone ring consisting of an oval mixed cut peridot, 

measuring 10.00mm x 7.8mm depth 4.73mm , rub over set to 

an oval yellow mount with twisted rope decorated border, 

split shoulders, plain polished "D" shaped  cross section shank. 

Ring Hallmarked 9ct gold, Birmingham 1970, makers mark 

AWG. Calculated peridot weight 2.84 metric carat. Gross item 

weight 2.62 grammes.  

£240.00 

221  

A half hoop ring set with 5 round faceted diamonds, 4 round 

brilliant  measuring from  2.2mm to 2.6mm diameter. Swiss cut 

to centre, measuring approx 2.7mm to 2.9mm diameter, 

alternating with 4 round mixed cut rubies, measuring approx. 

2.7mm to 2.9mm diameter. Claw settings, white shoulders & 

shank. 18ct white gold. Estimated total diamond weight 

approx. 0.27 metric carat. Assessed clarity SI, colour assessed  

G/H. Gross item weight 2.13 grammes. 

£250.00 

460  

A pair of stone set earings, each consisting of a circular 

cabachon cut malachite stone measuring approx 11.2mm 

diameter, rub over set to circular closed back yellow collets, 

hinged Omega fittings for unpierced ears. Hallmarked as 9ct 

gold Birmingham. Gross item weight 5.50 grammes. 

£250.00 

 

1751 
 

A blue topaz & diamond set cluster ring, centering on oval 

mixed cut blue topaz, measuring 7.02mm x 5.1mm depth 

3.47mm, rhodium plated yellow claw set & surrounded by 10 

grain set 8-cut diamonds, measuring 1.1mm diameter, grain 

set to a white fronted oval cluster head, bark textured yellow 

shoulders, rectangular cross sectioned shank. Ring hallmarked 

9ct gold Birmingham 1990, sponsors CJ. Calculated total 

diamond weight 0.05 metric carat. Gross item weight 2.11 

grammes. 

£250.00 

1499 
 

A blue topaz & diamond dress ring, centrally set with a trilliant 

cut blue topaz measuring approx 7mm x 7mm x 4.21mm, 

shoulders set with total of 10 x 8 cut diamonds measuring 

approx. 1.2mm to 1.3mm. Estimated diamond weight 0.10 

metric carat, clarity assessed as SI-I1, colour G/H. Yellow claw 

& yellow channel settings, polished yellow shank. Stamped 

10k, tests as 9ct gold. Gross item weight 3.11 grammes. 

£250.00 



1638 
 

A George V silver cup, Arthur Downing, Birmingham 1930, 

plain, knopped stem and spreading circular foot, loop handles. 

Height over handles 25.1cm, weight 266gr.  
£250.00 

1014 & 1015 
 

A pair of oar patten spoons, measuring one at 173mm in 

length, script engraved 'MC' hallmarked sterling silver Dublin 

1802 (makers mark worn) Second spoon measuring 166mm x 

35mm, hallmarked sterling silver Dublin 1811 (makers R.S. - 

Richard Sawyer) Antique replacement value for the pair. Gross 

item weight 60.33 grammes 

£250.00 

1293  

A ruby set half hoop ring consisting of 5 circular mixed cut pale 

to medium colour rubies, measuring approx. 2.8mm to 3.4mm 

diameter, claw & grain set to a scroll carved navette shaped 

head and a plain polished rounded rectangular cross sectioned 

shank. Ring hallmarked 9ct gold Edinburgh 1980 (CL & S) Gross 

item weight 2.14 grammes. 

£260.00 

 

328  

A gypsy style ring set with a mixed cut ruby, measuring 3mm 

diameter, with either side an old cut diamond measuring 

1.8mm diameter, in star beaded settings, tapering shoulders, 

plain polished shank. Hallmarked 18ct gold Birmingham 1907. 

Estimated total diamond weight 0.04 metric carat. Gross item 

weight 3.74 grammes. 

£275.00 

766  

A diamond set single stone ring consisting of a round brilliant 

cut diamond measuring 3.6mm diameter, depth 2.35mm, claw 

set to white illustion style setting to  tapering chenier inserted 

yellow shoulders and plain polished 'D' shaped shank. 

Hallmarked 9ct gold Birmingham 1990 (GJ) Calculated diamond 

weight 0.20 metric carat, approx colour H/I, approx clarity I2. 

Gross item weight 1.99 grammes. 

£275.00 

 

1741 

 

A gents wrist watch. A round silvered dial signed "Roamer  
Mustang Roto 44 Date", baton hour markers,  date window at 

3 o'clock, cushion shaped matt finished case  with stainless 

steel back, numbered 471-1120.601. Gross item weight 49.02 

grammes. 

£275.00 

769  

A diamond set half eternity ring consisting of 9 round brilliant 

cut diamonds, measuring 2mm diameter, claw set to 

rectangular cross section  head, plain polished shoulders and 

rounded, rectangular,  cross section shank. 9ct  gold (Sponsors 

HWT). Calculated total diamond weight 0.27 metric carat, 

approx colour G/H, clarity I1-I2. Gross item weight 2.02 

grammes. 

£280.00 



1743  

A pair of diamond & garnet set cluster stud earrings, each 

centering on an 8 cut diamond, measuring 1.7mm diameter, 

star set, surrounded by 8 circular mixed cut pyrope garnets, 

measuring 2.5mm diameter, claw & grain set to white fronted  
circular cluster head, post & scroll fittings. Earrings hallmarked 

9ct gold Birmingham 1975, sponsors W&G.  
Calculated total diamond weight 0.04 metric carat. Gross item 

weight 2.41 grammes. 

£280.00 

 

1717  

A stone set pendant on chain. Consisting of an oval mixed cut 

yellow paste stone, meauring approx 11.4mm x 8.1mm, rub 

over set to an oval yellow mount suspended from a grooved 

"V" shaped bail, to a filed curb link neck chain, with a length of 

440mm, fastening with a bolt ring. Pendant stamped 14ct rg, 

valued as rolled gold, also stamped with makers mark K&L.  
Chain hallmarked 9ct gold Sheffield import 1990, sponsors TD.  
Gross item weight 7.28 grammes. 

£285.00 

449 
 

A sapphire & diamond cluster ring. A diagaonal centre row of 3 

brilliant cut diamonds measuring approx. 2.5mm with a border 

either side of 3 round mixed cut dark blue sapphires measuring 

approx 2.5mm diameter. Estimated diamond weight 0.15 

metric carat, clarity SI-I1, colour G/H. Estimated sapphire 

weight 0.35 metric carat. White claw setting, plain polished 

yellow shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold Birmingham 1982 (L-F). 

Gross item weight 3.10 grammes. 

£285.00 

980 

 

A diamond set single stone ring, consisting of a round brilliant 

cut diamond, measuring 3.2mm diameter, grain set to kite 

shaped illusion style setting, tapering  yellow shoulders, plain 

polished court shaped shank. Hallmarked 9ct gold Sheffield 

convention, with stamped millenium mark (TAD). Calculated 

diamond weight 0.10 metric carat, approx colour G/H, approx 

clarity I2. Gross item weight 2.56 grammes. 

£285.00 

 

249 

 

A single stone pendant set with an oval step and mixed cut 

medium purple amethyst measuring approx 18.5mm x 

13.5mm, white claw set to a scrolling frame with hand 

engraved decoration, graduating chain runner. Stamped 9ct 

gold birmingham 1988. Gross item weight 10.68 grammes. 

£295.00 



1580  

A Ruby and Diamond set ring. Centrally set with oval mixed cut 

medium pink rubies measuring approx 3mm x 2.8mm and two 

round mixed cut medium pink rubies, each measuring approx 

2mm diameter. Estimated total ruby weight 0.21 carat. Two 

old swiss cut diamonds, each measuring 0.04 carat. Beaded 

setting into a boat shaped head with open work under bezel, 

engraved shoulders and 'D' shaped yellow shank. Hallmarked 

18ct gold, birmingham 1903. Gross item weight 2.18 grammes. 

£295.00 

 


